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IF one were to sit down and make a careful

study of the universe in which we live, and
try to figure p\it mathematically ihow many
square miles, how many descendants of Abra-
ham, how much garlic, and how many Fords

there are in this little old cosmas of ours, he

would, no doubt, get brain-fever. To count

the P'ords alone would be a life-long job for

any man, but if he took it upon himself to enum-
erate the other useless and useful things a life

as long as Methusiala's would not be half long

enough. But no one man is obliged to do this.

We do not exactly know how it happened, still

if you desire information on any one or all of

these points you can readily get it by consulting

the proper authorities.

Some ambitious scientists have gone to the

trouble of finding out just how big the world is.

We take it for granted that they are correct when
they tell us that the earth is about 8000 miles in

diameter and 3.1416 times 8000 or a little less

than 25,000 miles in circumference. If you get

a paper big enough and multiply this by that

and do a few other things you will find the area

to be 144,110,600 square kilometers. If we did

not have a Congress who appropriate money in

these figures we would hardly know how to

enumerate them. But we have to pay the taxes

so we learned how. (That is at least one thing

this Congress has accomplished, yet these figures

must be correct, for figures don't lie.)

Some other men have expended much time

and patience in counting the number of people

on earth and their tables show 1,603,300,000.

We also take this for granted, and we can see

how these figures might be true by comparing

the few we know to the countless millions we
have never even seen. If we were to so arrange

the population so that ten people were in every

square kilometer there would still be enough

left over to form a bread-line extending from

Kalamazoo to Timbuktu.

These figures certainly are enough to make
you dizzy or to drive you to drink. Then too,

they refer only to the earth. Besides the earth,

the universe consists of many other planets, some

of which are as much larger than the earth as a

push-ball is than a marble; and above and be-

yond the earth the blue field of the heavens is

estimated to contain 100,000,000 stars. The
nearest star to the earth is 25,000,000 miles away.

If you would appreciate just how far this is

start walking on a hike of this length some morn-
ing before breakfast and you would have a

pretty good appetite before you got back, or

you would have no appetite when you were
brought back; but if you complete the hike

you will have passed the Statue of Liberty,

provided you start from New York, more than

25,000 times.

Pale Cynthia, the nearest heavenly body to us,

is further away than the added length of all

"Babe Ruth's" home runs, which is quite a dis-

tance.

Still with all this maze of figures and almost

unimaginable distance we have, thru scientific

discoveries, become so familiar with the stars

and planets that one might think they lived

right next door to us. Many, in fact, are better

acquainted with these heavenly bodies than they

are with the people in the same flat. We hear

one poet warble about Orion.

Many a night from yonder ivied casement ere I went
to rest,

Did I look on great Orion sloping slowly to the West.

We thought at first he was talking about

some policeman, but in that case he would have

to eliminate the "ivied casement "
,:

Many a night from yonder open window, down ui)()n the
busy street.

Did I look on Pat O'Ryan slowly going round his beat.

We speak of the Dog-star as if it were a

blue ribbon winner at a recent show; the Great
Bear is more familiar to us tlian the one at the

Zoo; we feel as tlio the Dipper has long since

taken place of the Old-oaken-bucket; we take

much more pleasure in watching the Leos of the

blue vault than we do of the man-eating lion in

the circus; in order to immortalize old Villanova
one group of stars were sliaped like the Var-
sity "V;" we are so familiar with the moon that

we can tell just as accurately when it will be

full, as we can that "Hans" wlill be full next pay-

day, Only a few days ago some gent from


